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Abstract
The research on techniques to perform simultaneous transmission and reception on the same
frequency bands has become a topic of high interest in recent years. Nevertheless, the applicability of digital self-interference cancellers is hindered by the dynamic range limitations of
current analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). We show that it is possible to suppress the selfinterference component immediately before the signal digitalization by taking samples of the
received signals when the interference crosses the zero-amplitude level, and that this method
preserves the useful information in the desired signal samples. We also present simulated
performance results for this new transceiver architecture.

1

Introduction

Since in-band full-duplex (IBFD) transmissions were envisioned as a feasible technology some
years ago, considerable research effort has concentrated on developing self-interference (SI) attenuation techniques to enable the successful operation of such transceivers. With their help,
current communication systems could ideally double their spectral efficiency, increasing their performance and preparing them to tackle the ever-increasing challenges of new applications.
The state-of-the-art indicates that it is generally necessary to have a sequence of SI suppressors
operating in different domains in order to obtain the required cancellation of the strong interference [1]. A typical structure considers minimizing the coupling between the transmit and receive
antennas as the first and fundamental step, either by separating or isolating them, or by using
different signal polarizations. Afterwards, an analog circuit operating in radio- or intermediate
frequency and/or baseband provides an additional level of suppression. Last, the resulting signals
are digitized and the remnant SI is further reduced using signal processing algorithms.
Many publications show that it is possible to implement IBFD transceivers combining these
strategies [1, 2]. Despite of this, there is much interest in obtaining a greater part -if not all- of the
cancellation in digital domain, fundamentally because of the efficiency and flexibility achieved by
digital signal processing techniques [1, 3].
However, IBFD transceivers face an ADC bottleneck caused by the huge difference in dynamic
range between the interference and the desired signal. The amplitude of the latter is so small that it
results hidden in the quantization noise of current ADCs if it is combined with the high-amplitude
SI signal. Hence, it is not possible to represent both of them with enough resolution.
To tackle this problem, we proposed a new OFDM transceiver structure that adopts a nonuniform sampling process in the receiver [4]. With our technique, the sampling instants are coincident with the zero-crossings of the in-phase and quadrature components of the SI. This way,
these damaging components are completely avoided, and the resulting samples consist only of the
desired signal part. We proved that these irregularly spaced samples are suitable to recover the information encoded in the signal-of-interest. Furthermore, we simulated effects of deviations from
the perfect zero-crossing sampling instants and how this affects the resulting SINR in our system.

2

Operation of the proposed transceiver

Our proposed OFDM transceiver is shown in Fig. 1a, where the transmitting branch does not
present changes with respect to a conventional OFDM system. The complex symbols generated in
baseband are upconverted and amplified to obtain the transmitted local signal xl (t). This signal is
observed as self-interference at the receive antenna after being affected by the loopback channel.
The SI uses the same bandwidth and subcarrier number as a remote signal xr (t) whose information we want to decode. Specifically, both signals modulate a set of subcarriers with indexes
−N + 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 and a separation of T −1 Hertz, with T equal to an OFDM symbol period.
The SI is combined with the desired signal and additive noise z(t) at the receive antenna. The
baseband-equivalent received signal can be expressed by
y (t) = hr (t) ∗ xr (t) + hl (t) ∗ xl (t) + z(t) = x̃r (t) + x̃l (t) + z(t),

(1)

where hr (t) and hl (t) are the baseband equivalents for the remote and loopback channel responses,
respectively. The asterisk symbol represents a convolution.
The receiving branch features some modifications in the sampling process when compared to
a conventional OFDM receiver. First, an auxiliary baseband OFDM signal sau (t) occupying the
subcarriers −N to N is added to the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of y (t) as follows
yI (t) = ℜ {y (t)} + sau (t) = ℜ {x̃r (t) + z(t)} + [ℜ {x̃l (t)} + sau (t)]

yQ (t) = ℑ {y (t)} + sau (t) = ℑ {x̃r (t) + z(t)} + [ℑ {x̃l (t)} + sau (t)] .

(2)
(3)

Without loss of generality we can state that the terms between square brackets in the equations
(I)
(Q)
above represent OFDM signals, and that they have frequency-domain coefficients wn and wn
respectively for the n-th subcarrier. These terms are the self-interference-plus-auxiliary-signal
(SI+au) in each orthogonal component, and our goal is to take samples when they are crossing the
zero-amplitude level in the respective signal branch.
The auxiliary signal sau (t) is selected in such a way that the subcarrier symbols of the resulting
SI+au in (2) and (3) satisfy the conditions
(I)
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which ensures that the zero-crossing rate for both components is maximized and equal to 2N/T [4].
This means that for each OFDM symbol duration there will be 2N different instants where the
SI+au parts of yI (t) and yQ (t) have an amplitude equal to zero. If we sample the signals (2) and
(3) using their corresponding 2N SI+au zero-crossing instants, the values obtained will be formed
only by the amplitudes of respectively the real or imaginary components of the remote signal x̃r (t)
and the additive noise z(t).
A zero-crossing calculator determines these ideal sampling instants using information about
the transmitted symbols (affected by a known loopback channel distortion), and the auxiliary
signal. For the k-th symbol, these instants are defined as
)
(
)
(
n o
n o
N
N
[k]
(I) j2πτ(n+N)
[k]
(Q) j2πτ(n+N)
tI,i = tI = τT : ∑ wn e
=0 ,
tQ,i = tQ = τT : ∑ wn e
=0 ,
n=−N

n=−N

where i = 1, . . . , 2N, and 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 is a generic time index within a single OFDM period T . These
expressions show that the problem is equivalent to finding the 2N complex roots with unitary
magnitude of a polynomial whose coefficients are the subcarrier symbols of the SI+au signals. By
fulfilling (4) all roots will be located on the unitary circle.
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(a) Proposed OFDM transceiver structure with zero-crossing- (b) Sampling process using the zerobased sampling and interference suppression.
crossings of the SI+au.

Figure 1: Proposed transceiver and non-uniform sampling process.
Using these instants during the k-th symbol, the samplers obtain the vectors with 2N values
for (2) and (3), which are
yI [k] = x̃I,r [k] + zI [k] + x̃I,l [k] + sau,I [k] ,

yQ [k] = x̃Q,r [k] + zQ [k] + x̃Q,l [k] + sau,Q [k] . (5)

It is important to highlight that both sampling processes are independent and obey to the zerocrossing moments in each branch, i.e in general sau,I [k] 6= sau,Q [k].
Fig. 1b shows the detail of the sampling process for a real signal y(t) that could represent any
of the orthogonal components of a complex OFDM symbol. No channel distortions nor noise were
included in the figure. To fulfill (4) we used sau (t) = Aau cos(2π∆ f Nt), with Aau 10% greater than
N times the maximum amplitude in the transmitted constellation. Note that in each of the zero
crossings the instantaneous value of the signal y(t) + sau (t) equals the desired signal xr (t).
Because the sampling is performed at the ideal instants tI,i and tQ,i , the sum of each baseband
SI component and the auxiliary signal will have an instantaneous value equal to zero, i.e.
x̃I,l [k] + sau,I [k] = 0,

x̃Q,l [k] + sau,Q [k] = 0.

Using these results in (5) produces
yI [k] = x̃I,r [k] + zI [k] ,

yQ [k] = x̃Q,r [k] + zQ [k] .

The dynamic range of the ADCs can now be destinated to encode the desired signal using the
highest resolution, since the SI is avoided and does not contribute to the sampled values.
2.1

Demodulation

The demodulation in conventional OFDM transceivers is implemented using the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), which maps a vector of samples spaced uniformly in time to the values for each
of the regularly spaced subcarriers. Conversely, the uniform samples in time can be calculated
from the subcarrier symbols by the inverse transform (IDFT), and these two operators form a pair
of linear transformations that allows mapping the signals between the time and frequency domains.
In our transceiver, the samples are not only taken at varying intervals in time, but also these
intervals are different for the I and Q branches. However, the non-uniform sampling process can
be thought of as a generalization of the IDFT that corresponds to mapping from regularly spaced
samples in the frequency domain to irregular samples in time. This transformation is performed
by a Vandermonde matrix which is specific for the k-th OFDM symbol and for each branch [4].
Their elements in row p = 1, . . . , 2N and column q = 1, . . . , 2N are defined as
h
i
h
i
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(a) Effective SINR versus SIR at the antenna, with (b) Effects of sampling time errors on the effective
various SNR values.
SINR, using different SIR and SNR values.

Figure 2: Simulation results reproduced from [4].
The estimation of the desired symbol (distorted by the remote channel) is done using these
matrices as follows




[k] −1
[k] −1
w̌r = VI
yI [k] + j VQ
yQ [k] .
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Simulation results and conclusions

Fig. 2a shows the effective SINR obtained with our transceiver after an ideal sampling process, using different signal-to-interference ratios and noise power levels. It is evident that our transceiver
suppresses completely the SI power thanks to the non-uniform sampling process because the effective SINR matches the SNR for all self-interference power levels.
In Fig. 2b we show the effects of an non-ideal sampling process in our system. We added
random time errors with uniform distribution between −∆/2 and ∆/2 to the ideal instants in the I
and Q branches, where ∆ represents a fraction of the uniform sampling period T/2N . In the results
we see that for ∆ ≤ 0, 01 our system obtains a better SINR than the SIR at the receive antenna.
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